Magnitude of microelectrode refinement in pallidotomy and thalamotomy.
The relative accuracy of starting point algorithms in microelectrode-guided stereotactic pallidotomy and thalamotomy was evaluated using postoperative magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) data. Multiplanar reformations were performed to align postoperative MRI in anterior-posterior, dorsal-ventral and mediolateral planes. Three-dimensional distance and direction from the pallidal and thalamic stereotactic starting points to the respective radiofrequency lesions were measured. Similar magnitude of microelectrode refinement in pallidotomy and thalamotomy suggested similar accuracy of algorithms used to set the stereotactic starting point. Fewer microelectrode-recording tracts were required to identify optimal lesioning sites in thalamotomy compared to pallidotomy. Lesions were consistently localized anterior and superior to the starting point and a refined starting point algorithm may reduce the number of microelectrode recording tracts.